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Abstract
The Shakespeare Quartos Archive (www.quartos.org) has created encoded transcriptions for 
thirty-two copies of the five pre-1641 editions of Hamlet held at six participating institutions. 
Our first phase of work was funded by a JISC/NEH Transatlantic Digitization Collaboration 
Grant. A short demonstration of collations and the prototype user interface will be 
accompanied by discussion of encoding choices for representing documents made up of both 
printed text and manuscript. Quarto transcriptions were created largely on the basis of existing 
digital images, in a variety of formats, and created by a variety of different institutions. 
Outsourced re-keying and encoding was followed by proofing and quality assurance under the 
direction of staff at the Oxford Digital Library. Copy-specific details differing from copy to copy, 
such as manuscript additions to the printed text and damage to the printed text, were added by 
staff and interns at the Folger Shakespeare Library. Visual and textual comparisons are 
possible through a variety of techniques, some internal to the SQA user interface developed at 
the Maryland Institute for Technology in the Humanities, others  of which rely on third-party 
open source software. Outlining of upcoming SQA plans will conclude this session, along with 
informal questions for conference delegates about organization and workflow in collaborative 
transcription projects; about ways in which SQA and other TEI-based projects can best 
support the task of editorial collation of multiple “hybrid” documents made up of print and 
manuscript elements; and about the rationale and the outline for our future workplan.



Quick Facts

• 32 copies of 5 early printed editions of Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet, held by 6 US & UK libraries

• Digitization complete at 5 sites prior to start-up
• TEI outsourced to Stylo Graphics. QA by Oxford Digital 

Library, Folger Library, British Library
• User interface developed by MITH
• Images & text licensed CC-A-NC 2.0 UK / CC-A-NC 3.0 US
• Launch date:  November 16, 2009



Compare & Collate

Features: 
–Compare any number of quartos in page image or text view
–Use crops & labels to customize your layout
–Save your desktop state as a public “Exhibit”
–Visually collate using “Opacity”
–Compare any 2 quartos with a “Diff” function



Compare using crops, labels, exhibits



Compare via visual collation of images

Opacity tool enables overlay:
“…it be hangers till then…” vs.
“…it be might hangers till…”

On the “to-do” list: 
– Consistent zoom levels
– Rotation
– Bitmap text to image



Compare via visual collation of text

“Opacity” tool enables overlay:
“…it be hangers till then…” vs.
“…it be might hangers till…”

Issues with visual collation: 
– Image zoom not consistent
– Rotation not available
– Text search not bitmapped

“…would dozie th’arithmaticke…” vs.
“… would dazzie th’arithmaticke …”

On the “to-do” list: 
– Presence of transcribed mss 

figures offsets the overlay
– Stylesheet does not yet fully 

exploit the TEI



Compare via “diff” collation

“Opacity” tool enables overlay:
“…it be hangers till then…” vs.
“…it be might hangers till…”

Issues with visual collation: 
– Image zoom not consistent
– Rotation not available
– Text search not bitmapped

“…would dozie th’arithmaticke…” vs.
“… would dazzie th’arithmaticke …”

Issues with textual collation: 
– Presence of transcribed mss 

figures offsets the overlay
– Stylesheet does not yet fully 

exploit the TEI“…dozie…” vs.  “… dazzie …”

On the “to-do” list: 
– Not yet available on-the-fly
– Compares only two 

transcriptions at a time



Encoding beyond the printed text

Transcribing: 
–Damage & repair 
–Manuscript additions, deletions & other emendations
–Bindings, bookplates & items bound-in or pasted-in



Transcribing Damage & Repair

Bonus question: Can you spot the 
mistake / inconsistency in the above 
encoding?



Transcribing Complex Mss Additions



Accompanying the printed / mss text

Described in the header:
<teiHeader><fileDesc><sourceDesc> 
<msDesc> <physDesc><accMat>



What’s next?

Current funding fully expended; future grants under 
consideration. If funded, we hope to:
– Use SQA as a demonstration project for sustainability in digital 

humanities 
– Add more plays: 442 are already digitized, of the extant 777 copies of 75 

separate editions
– Establish guidelines for transcription of mss/print “hybrids”
– Experiment with cost-effective & distributed transcription & digitization
– Prepare for enterprise-level hosting & maintenance
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